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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group and M be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. Assume that: 
(i) M is an elementary abelian p-group Gfor some prime p). 
(ii) O,‘(G/C,(M)) is non-trivial. 
(iii) There exist elements g, , g2,..., g, (m > 2) in G such that 
G= G/M= (g,, &,..., g,,,). 
Then one of the following two possibilities occurs: 
(i) There exist elements x, , x2 ,...,x,,, in M such that 
G = (x, g, , x2 g, ,..., x, g,). 
(ii) There is a subgroup K of G such that G = MK and Mn K = 1. 
C,(M) = M x C,(M), and there is a normal subgroup A of G contained in 
C = C,(M) such that C/A is isomorphic to M, and the action of K/C on M is 
equivalent to the action of K/C on C/A. 
If G is a finite group and M is a minimal normal subgroup of G which is 
elementary abelian, then we shall say that the pair (G, M) is exceptional if G 
and M satisfy conclusion (ii) of Theorem A. 
Clearly, a pair (G, M) cannot be exceptional if G/M acts faithfully on M. 
Thus Theorem A has the following immediate corollary: 
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COROLLARY B. Let G be a finite group and M be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. Assume that: 
(i) M is an elementary abelian p-group (for some prime p). 
(ii) M = C,(M). 
(iii) O,‘(G/M) is nontrivial. 
(iv) There exist elements g,, g2,..., g, (m > 2) in G such that 
G=G/M=(&,g, ,..., g,). 
Then there exist elements x1, x2 ,...,x,,, in M such that 
G = (x, g,, x2 gz,..., x, g,). 
We note that hypothesis (i) of Theorem A automatically holds if G is 
solvable, as does hypothesis (ii) if G is p-solvable; however, there are clearly 
groups G satisfying these hypotheses which are not p-solvable. The 
conclusions of Theorem A are not mutually exclusive, in that there are 
groups G satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem A and both the conclusions. 
We give an example of such a group in Section 6. 
The notation used in this paper is fairly standard; the reader is referred to 
[2] in particular. 
2. A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
PROPOSITION (2.1). If M and N are distinct normal subgroups of a 
group G, and ifX is a subgroup of G such that 
G=MX=NX, 
where M n X = N n X = [M, N] = 1, then there is an automorphism $ of G 
such that 
4(M) = N, 4(x> =x for xEX. 
Proof: If m E M and x E X, define #@x) = nx, where n is an element of 
N such that mn E X. It is not difficult to check that there is a unique such n, 
so that 4 is well-defined, and then to check that ( is (l-l) and onto. We 
leave the details to the reader. 
S&pose that mlxl and m2x2 are two elements of G (mt E M, Xi E X). Let 
n, be the unique element of N with mini E X (i = 1,2). Then 
mlxl m2xl -’ - n,x,n2x;’ = mln, . x,m2n2x;1 E X 
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since [M, N] = 1. So 
Wbv2x2> = 4tm,-vv;’ - x1x2) 
= n,x,n*x, -’ * x,x* 
= n’x, n*x* 
= 9tmlxl) Ohxd. 
3. FIRST REDUCTIONS 
For the rest of this paper, let G denote a minimal counter-example to 
Theorem A. Assume that 
G= G/M= (g,, g,,...,g,,) tm 2 21, 
and set K = (g, , g, ,... g,), C = C,(M). 
LEMMA (3.1). Zf L = (x, g,, xz g, ,..., x, g,) with xi E M (i = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
then G=ML andMnL= 1. 
Proof. Since L= G = G/M, we certainly have that G = ML. Since 
Mn L is centralized by M and normalized by L, Mn L is normal in G, and 
so Mn L = 1 or M by the minimality of M. If Mn L = M, then 
G = ML = L is not a counter-example to Theorem A; so M n L = 1 as 
required. 
COROLLARY (3.2). G = MK, MnK = 1, and C,(M) = M x C. 
4. THE NON-FAITHFUL CASE 
In this section, we deal with the possibility that K does not act faithfully 
on M, i.e., that C is non-trivial. 
Set G= G/C. It is easy to check that G satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem A with @ in place of M and g’, , g2 ,..., g’, in place of g, , g, ,..., g,. 
Since C is non-trivial, G satisfies one of the conclusions of Theorem A by 
the minimality of G. Now G/a acts faithfully on a, so that conclusion (ii) 
cannot occur; thus there exist f,,. & ,..., Z,,, in M such that 
e = (2, g’, ) f* & )...) & g’,). 
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Letting x, be the element of M such that Cx, = 2, (i = 1,2,..., m), we set 
L = (x1 g,, x2 gz,..., x, g,). 
By Lemma (3. l), G = ML and M n L = 1. Moreover, since z = e, G = CL. 
Set A = C n L. A is centralized by M and normalized by L, so that A is 
normal in G. Now 
G ML MA L MA -c-c-.- --n$= 1, 
A A A A’ A 
G CL C L -=-=-.- 
A A A A’ 
By Proposition (2.1), the action of L/A on MA/A is equivalent to the action 
of LfA on C/A. But the action of L/A on MA/A is the same as the action of 
K/A on MA/A, and hence the same as the action of K/A on M, and the 
action of L/A on C/A is the same as the action of K/A on C/A. Hence G 
satisfies conclusion (ii) of Theorem A. 
5. THE FAITHFUL CASE 
From Section 4, we may assume that K acts faithfully on M. Set 
N = O,‘(K). 
LEMMA (5.1). [M, N] = M, C,(N) = 1. 
Proof: M = [M, N] X C,(N), a K-invariant decomposition, and K acts 
irreducibly on M. Since K does not centralize M, [M, N] = M and 
C,(N) = 1. 
Notarion. If x E M, set 
Kx = (xg, 9 gzv-., s,> 
By Lemma (3.1), G = MK, and M f? K, = 1 for each x E M. Set 
N, = O,‘(K,). 
LEMMA (5.2). MN, = MNfor each x EM. 
Proof. MN, and MN are both equal to the full pre-image of O,‘(G/M) in 
G. 
LEMMA (5.3.). The [MI groups N, (x E M) are distinct. 
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Proof: Suppose that N, = NY (x, y E M). Then N, is normalized by xg, 
and yg, , and hence by xy- ‘. Thus 
[N,,xy-‘1 <N,nM= 1. 
So xy-’ lies in C,(N,). But the action of N, on M is the same as that of N 
by Lemma (5.2), so that xy-’ lies in C,(N). Thus x=y by Lemma (5.1). 
LEMMA (5.4). (NXIxEM)={NxIxEM}. 
ProoJ: If x E M, then N, is a complement for M in MN by Lemma (5.2). 
So, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, there exists u in MN with N” = N,. 
Clearly, we may assume that u lies in M, and so 
{N,JxEM)s{N”~xEM}. 
But ](N, ] x E M}] = ] MI by Lemma (5.3), and so 
{Nx~xEM}={Nx~xEM}. 
LEMMA (5.5). g, normalizes N” for each x E M. 
Proof. If x E M, then N” = N, for some u in M by Lemma (5.4). Since 
g, lies in K,, g, normalizes N,. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem A. By 
Lemma (5.5), Nx-‘g2 = N”-’ for each x in M, and so x- ‘g,x normalizes N 
for each x in M. Since g; ’ normalizes N, [ g,, x] normalizes N for each x in 
M. But [ g,, x] lies in M, so that 
I[g2,xl,Nl <MnN= 1. 
So [g,, x] lies in C,,,(N), and so [g,, x] = 1 by Lemma (5.1). So g, 
centralizes M, contradicting the fact that K acts faithfully on M. 
6. COMMENTS 
(6.1) Theorem A clearly does not hold for m = 1, for, in this case, G/M 
is cyclic, and G need not be cyclic, even if G/M is faithful on M. 
(6.2) There are exceptional groups which do not satisfy conclusion (i) of 
Theorem A. For example, set 
M=(dld3= l), 
K=(a,b(a3=b2= l,a”=a-I), 
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and let G be the semi-direct product MK, where: 
d“ = d, db =d-‘. 
For conclusion (i) to hold, we would have to have 
G = (d’u, d’b) 
for some i, j. But, for any i,j, a, = d’a has order 3, b, = db has order 2, and 
ah=a-1 
1 
(6.3; 
So (a,, b,) has order 6, and conclusion (i) cannot hold. 
‘There are groups which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A and 
both the conclusions. For example, set 
X=(d,,d,,t)d;=d;= t1 = 1, d,dz = d,d,, d; = d,), 
and let 
be an elementary abelian group of order 16. Let K be the semi-direct product 
NX, where: 
6 - u1 -u,, Ud2 = v & - 1 1, u2 -u2, 
dz - 
02 -uzv2, 
u:=u2, v: = v2. 
Clearly X = (d,, t). But (tu# = u1u2, so that K = (d,, tu,). Now let 
M=(w,,xl,wz,xz) 
be another elementary abelian group of order 16, and let G be the semi-direct 
product MK, where: 
N centralizes M 
4 w, =x1, x$w x 1 17 d, - w2 -w2, x$=x 27 
wp=w 1, x$x 
dz - 
17 w2 -x2, xp=w x 2 27 
I 
w1= w,, x; =x2. 
Since (w2d,)4 = d, and (w2d,)3 = w2, we have that 
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(6.4) By a theorem of Gaschiitz [l], if conclusion (i) of Theorem A 
holds for some m-tuple (g,, g, ,..., g, ) of elements of G, then conclusion (i) 
holds for all m-tuples. 
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